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Abstract—Autonomous mobility tasks such as last-mile
delivery require reasoning about operator-indicated preferences
over different types of terrain to ensure robot safety and mission
success. However, coping with out of distribution data, such as
encountering novel or visually distinct terrains due to lighting
variations, remains a fundamental problem in visual navigation.
Existing solutions either require labor-intensive manual data
recollection and labeling or use hand-coded reward functions
that may not align with operator preferences. In this work, we
posit that in many situations, operator preferences over novel
terrains can be inferred by relating inertial-tactile observations
of novel terrains to known terrains experienced by the robot.
Leveraging this insight, we introduce Preference Adaptation for
Terrain-awarE Robot Navigation (PATERN), a novel framework for
extrapolating operator terrain preferences for visual navigation.
PATERN learns an inertial-tactile representation space from the
robot’s experience and uses nearest-neighbor search in this space
to estimate operator preferences over novel terrains. Through
physical robot experiments in off-road environments, we evaluate
PATERN’s adaptability to novel terrains and challenging lighting
conditions, and in comparison to baseline approaches, we find
that PATERN successfully generalizes to novel terrains and varied
lighting conditions while being aligned with operator preferences.

Index Terms—Vision-Based Navigation, Learning from Expe-
rience.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTONOMOUS mobile robots traversing off-road envi-
ronments need to visually identify distinct terrain fea-

tures in order to navigate in an operator-preference-aligned
manner, to ensure their safety and mission success. However,
during autonomous deployment, robots may encounter novel
terrains [1], [2] and dynamic real-world conditions such as
varied lighting, which may lie outside the known training
distribution, posing a significant challenge for vision-based
off-road navigation [3].

Equipping robots with the capability to handle novel terrain
conditions for preference-aligned path planning is a chal-
lenging problem in off-road navigation. Prior approaches to
address this problem include collecting more expert demon-
strations [4], [5], [6], labeling additional data [7], [8], [9], and
utilizing hand-coded reward functions to assign traversability
costs [10], [11], [12]. While these approaches have been
successful at off-road navigation, collecting more expert
demonstration data and labeling may be labor-intensive and
expensive, and utilizing hand-coded reward functions may
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the intuition behind preference extrapolation in
PATERN. Shown here are the visual and inertial-tactile representation spaces
containing three known and one novel terrain, across two deployment stages.
Operator preferences of the three known terrains are marked numerically,
with 1 being the most preferred and 3 being the least preferred. In the pre-
deployment stage, a novel terrain (red brick) is encountered and the pref-
erence order of its nearest neighbor (sidewalk) inferred from inertial-tactile
representations is transferred (extrapolated) to the corresponding samples in
the visual representation space. The extrapolated preference order is used
within a learning procedure to update both the visual representations and
the visual preference function. The post-deployment stage shows extrapolated
preferences in both the inertial-tactile and updated visual representation spaces
for the novel terrain samples. Note that the inertial-tactile representations are
not updated and are used only to supervise the preference ordering of novel
terrains in relation to known terrains.

not always align with operator preferences. We posit that in
certain cases, while the terrain may look visually distinct in
comparison to prior experience, similarities in the inertial-
tactile space may be leveraged to extrapolate human prefer-
ences over such terrains. For instance, assuming a robot has
experienced cement sidewalk and marble rocks, and
prefers the former over the latter (as expressed by the opera-
tor), when the robot experiences a visually novel terrain such
as red bricks, which feels inertially similar to traversing
over sidewalk, it is more likely that the robot should also
prefer red bricks over marble rocks. While it is not
possible to know the operator’s true preferences without query-



ing them, we hypothesize that in cases where the operator is
unavailable, extrapolating preferences from the inertial-tactile
space is a plausible way to estimate traversability preferences
for novel terrains.

Leveraging the intuition of extrapolating operator prefer-
ences for visually distinct terrains that are familiar in the
inertial-tactile space, we introduce Preference Adaptation for
Terrain-awarE Robot Navigation (PATERN), a novel frame-
work for extrapolating operator terrain preferences for visual
navigation. PATERN learns an inertial-tactile latent representa-
tion space from the robot’s prior experience and uses nearest-
neighbor search in this space to estimate operator preferences
for novel terrains. Fig. 1 provides an illustration of the intuition
behind preference extrapolation in PATERN. We conduct exten-
sive physical robot experiments, evaluating PATERN against
state-of-the-art off-road navigation approaches, and find that
PATERN is empirically successful with respect to preference
alignment and in adapting to novel terrains and lighting
conditions seen in the real world.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review related work on visual off-road
navigation, with a focus on preference-aligned path planning.

A. Supervised Methods

To learn terrain-aware navigation behaviors, several prior
methods have been proposed that used supervised learning
from large curated datasets [8], [9] as supervision to pixel-wise
segment terrains [7]. Guan et al. [7] propose a transformer-
based architecture (GANav) to segment terrains, and manually
assign traversability costs for planning. While successful at
preference-aligned navigation, fully-supervised methods suffer
from domain shift on novel terrains and may require additional
labeling.

B. Self-Supervised Methods

To alleviate the need for large-scale datasets for off-road
navigation, several self-supervised learning methods have been
proposed that learn from data collected on the robot. Specif-
ically, prior methods in this category have explored using
inertial Fourier features [10], odometry errors [12], future
predictive models [11], and trajectory features [13] to learn
traversability costs for off-road navigation. While successful
in several off-road navigation tasks such as comfort-aware
navigation [10], such methods use a hand-coded reward/cost
model to solve a specific task and do not reason about operator
preferences over terrains. In contrast with prior methods, PA-
TERN utilizes the prior experience of the robot and extrapolates
operator preferences to novel terrains.

Sikand et al. propose VRL-PAP [6] in which both a vi-
sual representation and a visual preference cost are learned
for preference-aligned navigation. However, to handle novel
terrains, VRL-PAP requires additional human demonstrations
which may not always be available. Orthogonal to VRL-PAP,
PATERN focuses on extrapolating operator preferences from
known to visually novel terrains.

III. APPROACH

In this section, we formulate the problem of preference-
aligned path planning and introduce our proposed approach
PATERN, to extrapolate operator preferences to novel terrains.

A. Preference-Aligned Path Planning

We formulate the problem of preference-aligned path plan-
ning as a local planning problem. We assume the robot has
a state space S, action space A, and deterministic transi-
tion function T : S × A → S . The state space of the
robot is composed of states s = [x, y, θ, ϕi, ϕv], in which
[x, y, θ] ∈ SE(2) denote the robot’s position and [ϕi, ϕv] are
inertial and visual properties of the ground, experienced by the
robot, respectively. Given a goal location G, the local planning
problem is to use model predictive control to reach G such
that the resulting trajectory does not violate operator-defined
terrain preferences.

We use a receding horizon motion planner based on
constant-curvature arcs {Γ1,Γ2, . . . ,Γk},Γ ∈ SN each com-
prised of a fixed number of equally-spaced intermediate states.
At each time step, the planner truncates the arcs such that
they do not intersect with obstacles in the environment and
solves for the optimal arc Γ∗ = argmin

Γ
J(Γ, G) minimizing

an objective function J(Γ, G), J : (SN ,S) → R+. For terrain
preference-based planning, we define J as

J(Γ, G) = Jg(Γ(N), G) + Jt(Γ), (1)

where Jg measures distance-based cost to the goal G, and Jt
evaluates a preference-based cost of the terrain traversed by Γ.
As in prior work [6] [7], Jt is based on a learned function that
takes some form of visual observation as input and outputs a
real-valued scalar. Given a constant curvature arc Γ, Jt(Γ) can
be evaluated as:

Jt(Γ) =
1

N

N∑
t=1

λiuvis(fvis(Γ(i))), (2)

where fvis(Γ(i)) denotes a mapping from RGB space of
an image patch of terrain at intermediate state i along Γ to a
learned visual representation ϕvis. The function uvis(·) maps
from the visual representation space to a real-valued non-
negative scalar.

B. Extrapolating to Visually Novel Terrains

In contrast to previous work, PATERN utilizes two parallel
pipelines with disjoint sensing modalities. The first uses visual
terrain data that a robot is able to observe before traversing
terrain. The second uses inertial-tactile data that a robot must
drive over terrain to collect. Each pipeline is comprised of an
encoder (fvis : V → Φvis and fit : I → Φit) and a preference-
aligned utility function (uvis : Φvis → R+ and uit : Φit →
R+).

Representation Learning: The goal of the encoders is
to learn intermediate normalized representation spaces that
simultaneously map similar terrain features to the same regions
while separating dissimilar terrain features. We use a triplet



Fig. 2. An illustration of the training setup utilized in PATERN. We utilize two
encoders to map visual and inertial samples observed at the same location, to
Φvis and Φit respectively.

loss-based [14] representation learning approach to learn pa-
rameters for each encoder such that

∀a, p, n ∈ f(·). d(a, n)− d(a, p) ≥ δ,

where d is a distance metric, and δ is a margin of separation
between different terrain features. We use angular distance
dθ(x, y) = arccos x·y

∥x∥∥y∥ and margin δ = 1.
Learning Preference-Aligned Utility Functions: uvis and

uit are learned from a partial order obtained through self-
supervision or initial specification by an operator. We use a
modified margin ranking loss [14] with an additional term for
equivalent preferences y = 0.

Lpref (x1, x2, y) =

{
|x1 − x2| y = 0

max(0,−y ∗ (x1 − x2) + δ) y ∈ {−1, 1}
(3)

Inferring Preferences for Novel Terrains: During robot
deployments, divergences between the evaluations of the pre-
dictive visual utility function and the retroactive inertial-tactile
utility function for the same geolocation indicate that the robot
has traversed a novel terrain Tk+1. In the case that the novel
terrain exhibits a similar inertial-tactile response to a known
terrain, we posit that (1) the divergence occurred due to visual
properties of the novel terrain and (2) the novel terrain can
inherit operator preferences assigned to the known terrain.

To determine whether the novel terrain exhibits similar
inertial-tactile responses to a known terrain, we calculate the
centroid Ck+1 of its intermediate inertial-tactile representa-
tions and compare it to the centroids C1, C2, . . . Ck of the
pre-deployment terrain categories in the inertial-tactile repre-
sentation space. In addition, we calculate the mean angular
deviation of the inertial-tactile representations of Tk+1:

εk+1 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

arccos
Ck+1 · pi

∥Ck+1∥∥pi∥

When the angular difference between the nearest pre-
deployment centroid C⋆ = argmin

i∈[1,k]

d(Ci, Ck+1) and Ck+1

is less than the margin δ and εk+1 < δ, we infer a preference
Tk+1 = T⋆ to self-supervise an updated visual utility function.

Fig. 2 shows the training setup and architecture utilized in
PATERN.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We seek to empirically answer the following questions:
(Q1) Is PATERN able to accurately infer preferences to rectify

visual prediction errors caused by visually novel terrains
and varying lighting conditions?

(Q2) How well does PATERN adhere to operator preferences
as compared to baseline methods in short-scale naviga-
tion tasks in environments with many visually distinct
terrains?

A. Setup and Implementation

The robot platform used for experiments is a Boston
Dynamics Spot equipped with a Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR,
Vectornav VN-100 IMU, Microsoft Azure Kinect DK camera,
and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 mobile GPU.

We collect a dataset of trajectories over different types of
terrain around the UT Austin campus during the day by tele-
operating the robot with varying linear and angular velocities.
The final dataset consists of approximately 10 minutes of
training data and 5 minutes of holdout evaluation data for the
following terrains: cement pavement, grass, rocks,
pebble pavement, and bushes. We define the operator
preferences as cement pavement = pebble pavement
≻ grass ≻ rocks ≻ bushes.

We compare PATERN to the following baselines:
Obstacle-Avoidance Only: A purely geometric obstacle-
avoidant planner.
RCA: Our implementation of the self-supervised RCA [10]
algorithm.
GANav: A semantic segmentation framework trained on
RUGD [8] using the implementation provided by the authors.
Fully-Supervised: A visual terrain cost function learned end-
to-end using supervised costs derived from operator prefer-
ences.
Human Reference: A preference-aligned reference trajectory
of the robot, teleoperated by a human.
The RCA and FULLY-SUPERVISED baselines are trained using
the entirety of our collected dataset.

TABLE I
HAUSDORFF DISTANCE OF TRAJECTORIES TRACED BY DIFFERENT

APPROACHES TO A HUMAN REFERENCE TRAJECTORY.

Approach Environment
1 2-D 2-N 3-D 3-N

Obstacle-Avoidance Only 2.87 2.34 2.34 3.44 3.69
RCA[10] 0.84 0.91 6.061 2.57 7.37
GANav[7] 1.47 2.98 3.07 0.898 1.42
Fully-Supervised (Day) 0.58 0.44 2.735 0.763 6.747
PATERN Pre-Deployment Model 0.54 2.31 2.29 2.305 5.76
PATERN Post-Deployment Model - 0.56 1.097 0.86 0.763

B. Short-Scale Experiments

We evaluate PATERN in several environments within the UT
Austin campus containing a variety of different terrains as
shown in Fig. 3. In each environment, we run repeated trails
of each baseline method and a “pre-deployment” instance of



Fig. 3. Trajectories traced by PATERN and other baseline approaches across three different environments and two varied lighting conditions within the UT
Austin campus. Note the drastic changes in the appearance of the terrain between day and night, which causes a significant challenge for visual off-road
navigation.

PATERN trained on a restricted subset of our dataset with only
the cement, grass, and rocks terrains in overcast lighting
conditions. We then run trials of a self-supervised “post-
deployment” instance of PATERN that uses its new experience
in these environments to extrapolate preferences to the novel
terrains or novel lighting conditions. Table I shows quantitative
results using the mean undirected Hausdorff distance between
a human reference trajectory and evaluation trajectories of
each method.

In Env. 1, the initial PATERN model successfully navigates
in an operator-preference-aligned manner. However, in Envs.
2 and 3, during the day, we see that the pre-deployment model
fails to adhere to operator preferences when encountering
novel terrains such as rocks and bush as well as new
lighting conditions on cement pavement. Through preference-
extrapolation in the post-deployment stage using PATERN, we
see that the updated model is able to successfully navigate in
an operator-preference-aligned manner. While the fully super-
vised baseline has slightly lower Hausdorff distances in these
two settings compared to the updated PATERN model, neither
of the two approaches traversed on unpreferable terrain. In
Envs. 2 and 3 during the night we see that both the pre-
deployment model and many baseline approaches fail due to
novel lighting conditions on terrains such as marble rock
even though the same baseline models were able to navigate
successfully during the day. However, through extrapolation
using PATERN on night-time data, the robot is able to success-
fully traverse in an operator-preference-aligned manner.

V. LIMITATIONS

PATERN uses similarities between novel terrains and known
terrains in its learned inertial-tactile representation space to
infer that the novel terrain is equally preferable to the known
terrain. Thus, it must have prior knowledge of a terrain with
similar inertial-tactile characteristics to make this association
correctly. Additionally, PATERN utilizes inertial-tactile obser-
vations that require a robot to physically drive over terrains,
which may not always be feasible.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we present Preference Adaptation for Terrain-
awarE Robot Navigation (PATERN), a novel framework for
extrapolating operator terrain preferences for visual navigation.
PATERN learns an inertial-tactile representation space to detect
similarities between visually novel terrains and its set of
known terrains and self-supervise its visual utility function
to be aligned with operator preferences. We demonstrate that
PATERN successfully extrapolates terrain preferences through
experience in environments with novel terrains and lighting
conditions to improve its ability to navigate according to
operator terrain preferences.
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